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Make an impact
			Invest in the future of USC's College of Arts and Sciences with the Carolina Fund. Your contribution provides vital support for students and enriches the entire Columbia campus experience. Join us in shaping tomorrow's leaders today!
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                        We are educating the next generation of leaders, thinkers, scientists, artists, performers
                           and other professionals to expand what's possible. Through robust research and creative
                           work, we drive progress in our students' lives and communities in South Carolina and
                           beyond.
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                                          Undergraduate

                                          Find countless career paths with dozens of degree choices.
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                                          Graduate

                                          Develop deep expertise with research and creative practice.
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                                          Research

                                          Drive innovation by advancing the frontiers of what’s known.
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                                          Departments

                                          Find your academic home in our departments and programs.
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                                          Careers

                                          Excel and advance with a degree in the arts and sciences.
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                                          Alumni & Friends

                                          Connect with fellow Gamecocks from your program.
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                                          Get ahead on your degree this summer

                                          Dive into endless possibilities this summer at the College of Arts and Sciences! With
                                             many courses waiting for you in 2024, there's something for everyone. Whether you're chasing credits, delving into a new passion, or craving real-world
                                             experience, we've got your back!
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			Political science internships boost student careers and SC workforce

			Political science alumna Kiley Cosby graduated in December with a full-time job lined up in the South Carolina Governor's Office of Ombudsman. Cosby found her job through a new, course-based internship program started by the Department of Political Science.
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			Dancers, filmmakers and artist to work with USC students with McCausland fund support

			Students in the University of South Carolina College of Arts and Sciences will soon work alongside world-renowned dancers, collaborate with international filmmakers, and study the connection between art and research alongside an acclaimed graphic novelist.
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            Challenge the conventional. Create the exceptional. No Limits.
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